
NxClinical is a comprehensive tool for genetic data analysis and management. NxClinical allows users to

analyze, store, manage and interpret genomic aberrations (CNVs, AOH and sequence variations), within

one efficient, easy-to-use, interactive system. Centralized storage and management of the multi-user

system is accessible anywhere. Users can review sequence variant, AOH and CNVs simultaneously

with a single, platform-independent system. Users can manage an unlimited number of samples in a

controlled and consistent environment, with Administrator-led updates and data management.

Integration of copy number and sequence variant results in a comprehensive view of patient profiles,

resulting in increased lab efficiency and accuracy while complying with the guidelines and standards

recommended by ACMG.

*This software is designed to assist clinicians and is not intended as a primary diagnostic tool. It is each lab’s responsibility to use the software in accordance with internal policies as well as in compliance with applicable regulations.

**This database/product contains information obtained from the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man® (OMIM®) database, which has been obtained through a license from the Johns Hopkins University, which owns the copyright thereto.

Seeing the Whole Picture – Integrated View of CNVs, AOH, 

and Sequence Variants Leads to Improved Results

Given the separate technologies used to detect CNVs, AOH, and Sequence Variants (SNP Microarrays for CNVs and AOH, and NGS for Sequence Variants), this data commonly has

been reviewed in isolated silos. This segregation has also been exaggerated by the separate expertise in Cytogenomics and Molecular Genetics. However, as the fields are now

coming together, the importance of an integrated view of the data has become even more apparent. Here we present a new system that can integrate data from any array as well as

NGS platforms to create a single genomic view of structural changes in a sample. The data is presented in a view familiar to cytogenomicists with aberrations displayed across an

ideogram with supporting evidence for each call (e.g. probes from arrays and reads from NGS). Historical data and outside database knowledge is integrated into this view allowing

the analyst access to all information needed to make assessments of the results. We will demonstrate the utility of this system using a few samples with compound heterozygous

aberrations that are detected using different technologies. This includes a case with a microdeletion detected by custom exon array and SNV detected with a custom targeted NGS

panel. Another case includes a variant in a large region of homozygosity.

Abstract

Materials and Methods

The samples were processed in NxClinical*

using the VIA system to pre-classify results.

Classification is based on previously

classified events, similarity to and overlap

with events in existing public databases,

including ClinGen, OMIM**, and DECIPHER.

Final classification and interpretation of all

results are reviewed and approved by

appropriate lab personnel. ACMG

recommended guidelines and standards

were used for pre-classification, review and

final report generation, which included a

description of the position, size, amino acid

affected (if applicable), type of alteration

detected, designation of the genes within the

interval, and the clinical significance as

defined by final review.
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Figure 3. A postnatal VIA decision

tree for NxClinical pre-classifies

copy number (top) and sequence

variant (top; bottom zoom) events

based on known CNV and SNV

databases and genomic content.

• Comparisons are based on

publicly available ClinGen,

Decipher, OMIM Morbid and

RefSeq databases, along with in-

house archival data.

• Classification of event shown,

along with logic for classification

and notes from reviewer(s)

• Read depth track in zoomed out

view (top); hovering over plot

displays read depth values.

• Read depth track zoomed in view

(bottom) displays individual reads

and actual sequence variants.

• Transcripts are listed for each

event in the table (very bottom).

Pop up window (bottom) displays

transcripts with consequences

and protein predictions (if

available) from ReqSeq and

Ensemble. Consequences and

protein predictions are color-

coded based on increasing

severity:

– blue

– green

– gold

– red
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Figure 1. NxClinical is a single 

integrated genomic solution to 

analyze, store, manage and 

interpret genomic aberrations. 

NxClinical is a centralized database 

for managing sample information 

with:

• A multi-user system accessible 

from anywhere  

• Review of sequence variants, 

AOH and CNV simultaneously

• Sample type support for creation 

of distinct workflows, 

classifications, and visualization 

Figure 2. NxClinical incorporates a 

comprehensive workflow for 

integration of all data types.

• NxClinical is platform 

independent, allowing mix and 

match to get best-in-class 

performance

• Supports microarray and NGS

• Custom workflows run from raw 

data through reporting 

• Automation provides maximum 

efficiency with reduction in 

manual errors and adherence to 

reporting guidelines
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